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DYNAMIC ANALYSIS AND GEOME'fRICAL OPriMlZA.riON OF ·rHE DE:rAILS OF ROTARY COMPRESSOR WITH ROLLING PISTON 
V.I.M-ilovanov, V.l::i.Limar Odessa Institute of Low Temperatures and Power Engineering 1/3 Petra Velikogo B~r., 270100, Odessa USSR phone 55-13-49 
A.BSTRACT: 
Che d;yna.zn.ic analysis of rotary compressor mechanism ••as reali-zed by means of mathematical modelling of its operating processes with computer • .rhe modelling procedure combined with variations of the geometrical parameters of the details proved the possible impro-vement of compressor efficiency and reliability. '.rhe results of mo-delling were used in the line of new refrigerating compressors with rolling piston manufacturing in Riga (Latvia), 
NOMENCLATURE: afc - Diameuer of internal surface of cylinder de - Diameter of eccentric 
c{R- Diameter of e~ernal surface of rotor-e - Eccentricity 
Fnt, f=tt 
FlU. • Ffz 
- Normal and tangential force components acting upon ~he rotor from the side of the eccentric, respectively 
- Normal and tangential force components acting upon the rotor from the side of cylinder wall 
Normal and tacgencial components of the pressure force which the vane exerts on the rotor F;R - Resultant force oi' the refrigerant pressure exerted upon the tvane 
~ - Force of the refrigerant pressure on the back edge of the vane f;R - Force of the compressed spring exerted upon the back edge of the vane ~ - Force acting upon the vane from the side of the rotor ~ 
1 
F;. - No.t'lllal force components acting upon the vane from the side of cylinder P - Resultant force of the refrigerant pressure exerted on the rotor PM - Mechanical power which compressor consumes Pm.- Conditional unit pressure in the conjugation passage which rotor surface runs ~ - Velocity of e~ernal rotor surface Ci - Instantaneous ansular acceleration of the rotor At - Instantaneous value of the clearance between the rotor and eccentric 
~~~- Minimum operation clearance in the sliding bearing: rotor -eccentric 
62 - Instantaneous value of the clearance between the rotor and the cylinder 
~ - Dynamic viscosity of the cil lubricating (lJC-!P) - The angle between the vectorof the forces F7u and F:z:z if - The angle of rotation of the cylinder radius connecting its centre with the point of contact of the rotor and cylinder, relative to X -axis 
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GU - Rotational speed of the shaft 
~R - Rotational speed of the rotor 
(J) - Rotational speed of rotor relative to ecc




·rhe trend of using new refrigerants (R134a, R22 insoead
 of H12) 
in the domestic, commercial and transport ref
rigerating units caused 
the thorough study of the rotary compressor w
ith a rolling piston as 
the corresponding increase in the load exert
ed upon the rotor may 
result in excessive wear of the contacting su
rfaces. 'rhe same are 
the inner surface of a rotor and the edge of 
a vane. 
To solve the problem of analyzing the forces 
acting in the 
mechanism was possible, and corresponding vel
ocities of the contac-
ting surfaces- were defined. In spite of all t
his compressor effici-
ency is considered to be one of the most impo
rtant subjects. This 
paper describes how mathematical modelling of
 dynamic processes in 
rotary compressors was realized with computer
 to opGimize dimensions. 
of the main details of ~he mechanism. As a re
sult, a highly effici 
ent, reliable and compact refrigerating rotary
 compressor was deve-
loped. 
URI'HHIA OJ!' QP'UM!ZA'UO!i 
rhere is a number of demands that define the 
relative stan-
dard of a compressor. rhe main of them are th
e following: 
1.The compressor efficiency is to be as high 
as possible in a wide 
range of temperature conditions of refrigerati
ng unit. 
2.The reliability and the safety as well as th
e longevity of a com-
pressor are to be high and long as possible. 
3.The weight and dimensions indexes are to be
 minimal. 
4.rhe standard of noise and vibration is to b
e as low as possible. 
Performance of the mentioned demands is not to
 be accompanied 
by sharp rise of coLJ.-pressor cost. rhe terms "
high or long or low as 
possible" mean objecti,ve limitatio!ls superimposed by the co
ncrete 
conditions: the possibility of using inexpens
ive materials and acce-
ssive Gechnology, 
It is known that the mentioned demands are co
ntradictory bu~ 
computation of a simple optimal ratio for the
se demands is hardly 
possible because of its different nature. Cou
nt of each demand in 
economical calculations is possible and, in o
ur opinion, it is ex-
pedient to optimize the mechanism conformably
 to each demand inde-
pendently of the others. 
Main criterion of optimization 
Proceeding from such an environment that ener
gy efficiency im-
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provement is strongly desired the compressor efficiency is wnside-red as the main criterion of optimization. 
Side by side with the coefficient of i'ullness defining the power effectiveness of a compressor, in pract-ice it is customary to evaluate the efficiency of the whole refri~eration units as energy efficiency ratio, i.e., refrigerating capacity(7 to input power: 
c E. E. R. = ~ + pv ( 1 ) 
where ~ ,~ is t.l:le input power of' o. compressor and that of a ventila-~or, respectively, 'W. 
Even if sr is u.sed the shortcoming of £E_Ris evident as its va-lue Qepends on evaporating and condensing temperatures hampering to compare tests results which are run in different temperature ranges. 
'L'herefore, it is more preferable to use the exergy efficiency ratio 
"'lex that is exere.;y of cold EeL. to inpu.t power [iJ: 
Eel. ~ex= PG ~ pv 
where (- T ) E =-0 -ftC CL lrsv · ?: - Ambient temperature, oK 
r -Evaporating temperature, °K ev 
-
( 2 ) 
( 3 ) 
It follows from e~uation 1, 2 and 3 that energy and exergy efficiency ratio_s are linked to each other with the temperature co-efficient ( if 51 is used): 
1z =E.E.R.x{-To -d.) (4-) EX lEV 
The second criterion of optim1zation 
High efficiency of a compressor is to be in concord wi·f:h its reliability Md longevity. It is knoVIn that by excessive wear the most vulnarable contacting surfaces of a mechanism are the inner Eurface of a rotor (rolling piston) and t~e edge of a vane. rhat is linked with the main pecularity of a rolling piston compressor me-chanism in which the sliding velocity of a rotor and an eccentric is not a garanteed value but it is determined by friction forces exerted upon the rotor. 
As ~he conjugation rotor - eccentric may be considered a slee-ve bearing; therefore, all ·theoretical working out and experimental data for sleeve bearings ~y be applied to investigation of this conjugation. 
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The well-known condition to secure ~he liquid flow friction in 
a journal bearin~ may be defined by the inequality 
( 5 ) 
where 
AJ. min,- i.liniaal fluid-dynamic clearance in bhe con,ju~ation 
Rz:l., Rzz - Medium heights of micro-roughness of a journal and an 
insert, respectively. 
1he greater value 4:1.nuizdefines l;he reliable run not only in 
the rotor-eccentric conju;abion but also, to a certain extent, it 
determines the weax intensity of a vane e~e. l'he thing is that IJ.tmin
. 
U.epends no·b only on the load F',_~ but on rotational speed of a rotor 
to un eccentric £URE which de bermines friction loss in the conjugation 
vane - rotor. 
J:ll~:;refore 1 the Value /1J.min,ic dCCGl)ted :1(", the H:cond cri te::-ion 
of optimization. 
Other criteria of oJ;timiz:>.tion 
As t;he cllllinc; velocity e;f tl1e roi;or to t;he vane is cornpar·ati-
vely not essential and ri~idness of the details is sufficient ~he 
vibral:;ion of '"~ vane and a rotor or hie:;h frequency noise are hardly 
possible. Therefore, minima~ compressor dimensions and ma~s are lin
-
ked chiefly with values of the main and second criteria. 
L'he special cr·iterion of optimization is ~o be accepted to 
form the vane edge profile and to find its width. It is possible t;o 
to consider that wear intensity of a vane edge is directly proporti
-
onal to ntultiplication of contact tension and sliding velocity in 
the conju13;ation rotor - vane: G"H X VR 
GE..:lil!:n'B.ICAL OPTIMIZATION' OF' ·mE MAIN DETAILS OF A COM-
PR~SOR MOOHA1HS~1 
Simulation of dynamic processes in the comuressor mechanism 
lllain details dimension ratios in a rotary compressor mechanism 
not only determine values of forces and relative velocities of con-
tacting surfaces defining friction losses but also are connected 
v1i th s t;eadiness of mechanism work, its reliability and longevity. 
Decreasing the rotor sliding velocity relative to an eccentric cau-
ses decreasing the fluid-dynamic clearance in t;his conjugation and 
at the moment of maximal load a contact an~ even adherence of the 
surfaces become possible that may cause the damage of a comrressor. 
To optimize dimensions of ·r.be main details of the mechanism 
in accordance with criterions mentioned above the model of dynamic 
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processes in a compressor was worked out, One revolution of the com-pressor shaft was divided into small angles and a special programme provided the computations of instantaneous values of the forces act-ing upon the rotor and the vane. ·rhe computable schemes to define theBe forces at any angle of the shaft turn o/ are shown in l<'ig.1 , 
2 and 3· 
X 
Fig,1.Calculation scheme for 
the forces exerted upon the rotor 
Fig.2. Layout of the 
rotor, eccentric and cylin-
der geometrical centres 
In accordance with the D'Alamberian principle two equations 
were written down by projecting the forces, acting upon the rotor 
and its inertial force - on X and Y axes and one equation of the torques O'ig.1) • 
.r F,x =- 0 
2. P~y = 0 
L: M. ~ 0 LO 
( 6 ) 
On deriving the system of equations it was assumed that the 
mechanical trajectory of a rotor is represented by the circumferen-ce with the centre of a cylinder and the instantaneous radius value ( R,- RR - ~.t ) where: 
~2 - Instantaneous value of a clearance between the rotor and the 
cylinder 
Rc , RR - Hadii of the cylinder and of the external surface of the 
rotor, respectively. 
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.l!'ig. 3. Calculation scheme 
for the forces exerted upon the 
vane 
On the rotation of the shaft the angle of an eccentric turn 
advances the angle of a rotor shifting~ (Fig.1() by a certain 
value.(9t- l.fJ) • 'rhe angle - c; can be expressed by applying the tri-
gonometrical function, because the sides of triangle having the 
tops which serve as centres of the rotor OR , of the eccentric OE 
and that of the cylinder Oc (Fig.2) are expressed by the geometri-
cal sizes of the rotor, cylinder and the functional clearances. On 
·adding the term !:J.l we obtain: 
[ sin. c.p J /::;. "'R -R _ e sinrli-tp- arc-;in. [(R.~,-R2 ·IJ.:~..) e ] 
2 c R 5Ln~ 
where 
Ri, ~ - Radius of the internal rotor surface and that of the 
eccentric surface, respectively. 
(7) 
The value of fl1. can be determined by applying the existing 
methods of computation for the sleeve bearings [ 2] : 
(f::\) 
where 
~ - Relative eccentricity of a sliding bearing which is de!ined 
in dependence of the bearing stress, C, .. and of the relative 
length of the journal: L / { Z Rz) . 
Instantaneous rotational speed of a rotor is a result of ac-
tion of instantaneous angle acceleration Ci and the previous value 
of this speed WR(i-!) : 
- The time of t. action l 
(9) 
]R - Rotor moment of inertia 
<5-= F'u R1.- F't:~.RR- FuRs sign [lAJ(Rc -Rtt- .C.t)cos-yr r Wi-t. RR] R~t 
L JR 
l!'ig.4 presents an example of the usual plot of modelling para-meters. rhe comparatively slight rotor velocity relative to the vane edge % and the corresponding length ~ R that a rotor passes has been confirmed. experimentally by means or accelerated filming. 
~ 
.tW 




ters with the angle 
of shaft turn lfl 30 
25 (R22, ),6=13cm3(0.79J,;~VR·"n 2D 
to=- I0°C (14 ";:}, !,2 
· fc =55°C (13/"P)) 







A block of equations of forces and torques similar to the equations (c) was derived in accordance with the computable scheme shown in b'ig. 3. Unifyed with the algorithm.us described above the common block of these equations made it possible to learn in details the reciprocity of a rotor and a vane. As a result, we saw a good accordance with the modelling and experimental data. Fig.5 shows a usual plot of unit friction power 6'H X~ in the contact ot a vane edge _an·d a rotor. The integrating value of this function during one revolution of the shaft was taken into account by optimizing the vane edge form and its thickness. 
Gw•llR• \ -:::::· .: i 
M~m/< ~ ·---- , l;'ig.5 •. Cbange of the terce 
o!' in"teraction betweell the vane 
and the rotor Fv , velocity of 
external ro"tor surface VR and unit 
friction power G'H X VR with 
angle of shaft turn o/ ( R 2Z 
Y'a=l3cm3 , t0 =-I5°C (5'oF') 
tc = 30°C ( 8 6°P), c<:==4&m.m{i.39) 
e == 4mm (0.16")) 
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11!ain results of Beometrical optimization of the details 
'rhe described above dynamic analysis and modelling the proces
-
ses in a rotary vane compressor v1ith a computer is especially
 effi-
cient due to the good possibility to optimize tne mechanism v
arying 
values of geometrical parameters. 
rhe following main problems are picked out in the number of 
:::olving ones: 
- Ascertainment of the 
- Aoscertcdnment of the 
- Ascex:tainment of the 






value of the eccentricit;y 
value of an eccentric diameter 
value of a cylinder opening diameter 
values of the vane thiclcness and its 
Such values have been ascertained conformably to a number"of 
new rotary compressors with the following cylinder volwnes: 7(Q42i}, 
B.ff (0.519), I{ (0. 671), 13 (0. 793) cm 3 (irzch~). 
There are two modifications of a compressor intended for R134
a and R22. 
R22. rhe motor speed is 3000 r.p.m. in all emits, 
As a result of modelling the detailed information about inter
-
dependence of the parts dimensions and reliability of the mos
t vul-
narable conjugation rotor - eccentric is found. beparate curves are 
shown in Fig.6. 7 and 8, 
'l?be plot in Fig.S proves that values llJ. and ~ are practically 
not changed with the value of an e~ernal ro~or surxace param
e~er 
d(( lcy.Linder volume V0 is fixed). 'rhat may be resumed with an 
important practical conclusion; the external diameter of a ro
t~y 
compressor is determined chiefly by motor size. 
J'he optimization of the vane l;hickness B and radius of its 
edge r has shown that there is an optimal ratio of these val
ues: 
-f-:::: 2. fhe thickness B=6mm{QZ36i)is taken for all the compressors. 
10 
5 




Fig.b.Change of minimal 
operating clearance between 
rotor and eccentric lltl. m.i.n. 
and input of mechanical power 
PM with the value of. eccen-
tricity e (V = {3 em 3 






0 ...... --;::~~r-=-' 
Ji'ig. 7. Change of minimal 
oper~ting clearance between 
rotor and eccentric d.tMilza.nd 
input lllechanical power P,., with 
the value of eccentric diameter dE(~=I3cm.J i-1?12 t :::+5°C 
' ' a { 41 °P), t = 55'°C {131 °F); 
z- R5oz, t~=-..?5"c (-3i"F'), tc = 55°C (131 "F'); 3 -R22, to =·IO't tc= S5°C(I3f"P)) 
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'1ig. 8.Change of minimal 
operating clearance between 
rotor and eccentric Ll4m0and input mechanical power~ with 
t;he external rotor diameter d,_ (V=f3cm.3, 1.-R/2 tQ=+5"C(4.t"f!), tc=5S"C(I3i"F}; .Z-R502 t., =-35'°C{-31°F)~ ' 
tc=55°C(I3f"f!) 
Cptimal dimensions of the main details of the mechanism found descriptively were realized in the number of new compressors develo-ped at Riga compressor factol'Y• These units are characterized by t;he i1nproved efficiency, <-mall-size and lightweight forlllation (20,~ re-duction over 1;he conventional), higher reliability even if ecology sal'e R22 is used as well as by low noise and vibration level. 
Motor-
,. _ _,===;;,("--
Li'ig. 9.Sec ~ional viel'l' of 
:u·ga COlll:pressor 
The bi!.Sic structure of the comrressor is shov:n in R'ill;. 3. So.:ne of its specification and performance f9.ctors 'lre listed in :Cable 1 indicl'l.ting that in all ~he compressors the high efficiency 
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Table 1 
Capacity Power Supply E.E.R. Exergy effiei-
R134a (ph-Hz-V) W/W (BTU(:/) ency ratio 
'.'i (BTU/h) 1Z£X 
315 (1,075) 1 - 50 - 220 2.3 (7.85) 0.312 
400 (1.365) 1 - 50 - 220 2.3 (7.85) 0-312 
500 (1.70b) 1 - 50 - 220 2.3 (7.85) 0.312 
o30 (2.150) 1 -50 - 220 2.3 (7.85) 0.312 
'2here is a certain drop in efficiency becaLtse of the accepted
 mo 
motor cooling scheme with a refrigerant at suction pressure 
and low 
temperature, respectively. It is known that the discharge pre
ssure 
in this case means decrease of heat exchange irreversibility 
loss 
caused by less temperatures difference of the refrigerant and th
e 
motor coil windings. But in the reviewed compressors suction 
pressu-
re in the case secures noise reduction in a simple and reliab
le de-
sign. ~he sizes and assembly dimensions of the new compressor
s are 
shown in .E'ir;.10. 
Low noise and vibration level 
Inside the sealed case the compresso.~:• is supported by 3 ·bearing
 
springs that reduces noise and particularly vibration so pecu
lar to 
rotary compressors due to its light weight. A jet type muffler in the 
sttction line with the said bearing StJI'ings together make it p
ossible-
to obtain the noise level not more than 45dB at 1 m from the s
hell 
surface anu vibration index 100dB. 
_ ef96 JY-7: 72•} _, 
I I 




F1g.10. Dimensional Sketch 
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CONCLUSIONS 
New highly efficient and reliable rotary compressors were deve-loped through investigations of' relationship between dimensions of 
main parts and values of criteria of optimization. ·rhe noise and 
vibration level were considerably reduced due to bearing springs 
supporting the mechanism inside the case. 
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